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KEY IMPROVEMENT FOCUS: Being supportive
Supportive Leadership
A supportive leader attempts to reduce employee stress and frustration in the
workplace.
Supportive leadership is one of the path-goal behaviors in the Robert House theory
that also includes directive, participative, and achievement-oriented. Being
supportive is a piece of the puzzle, not the whole thing. Learning when and how to
apply this behavior is key.
The results of supportive leadership are:
o
o
o
o
o

Satisfaction with work, job and supervisor
Increased commitment
Reduced stress
Increased self-confidence
Increased performance

To get started, read each of these statements and mark what you feel like your
competency level is in each of these areas. Give yourself a ranking from 1 – 10. 1
would be saying that you rarely exhibit this behavior, 10 would be that you always,
without exception, do.
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

Friendly, informative and encouraging to your team
Considerate and understanding
Showing concern for your team member’s needs
Empathetic of team member’s challenges
Help others to build their skills and careers
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NOTE regarding supportive leadership behavior:
a. The leader should show most concern, be most considerate, and provide greatest
encouragement for the best performers because positive behavior should be
reinforced.
b. Interpersonal support should be provided to followers as needed regardless of performance.
Spending most of your time being supportive of your lowest performers will leave your highest ones
looking for places to work where they do feel supported.
WHY this behavior might be challenging you?
Using the science of your DISC behavioral style and motivator assessments along with the Cortex
Team Strength Identifier questionnaire you will be able to quickly remember which strengths you
have naturally. If you first focus on your strengths it will help you be more self-aware which will
assist you in modifyng your natural behavioral styles and motivators and to choose ways to support
others based on those.
For instance, if you are a high Driver, a Supporter may not feel supported by you because they are
looking for a slower, more intentional approach to your interactions and you may be flying by them
and may be perceived as curt sometimes. If you are an S, you may be slower with your pace and
interactions and your D team member may be impatient and feel supported if you got to the point
more quickly and gave them a reward of some kind.
To be a supportive leader we believe that a leader must first possess these core competencies in
order to execute the top 4 leadership behaviors successfully:
o
o
o
o

Building and maintaining trust
Effectively designing their time for themselves, their team’s, and their organization’s highest
level outcomes
Obtaining knowledge, understanding and different viewpoints of their industry, organization,
and departments they serve
Developing a clear vision based on identifiable, organizational and personal values

Managing is about how effective you are at doing tasks and managing projects and systems. When
you are leading, that role requires that you understand the importance of perception
from the teams you serve around who you are and what you stand for. When your
actions become out of alignment with who you say you are or ask others to be, yellow flags are
thrown up to your team that slow down forward momentum.
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Your team must trust you to be reliable and competent. They must agree with the standards you set
for them, feel like you are attuned to their needs and desires, and believe you manage your time
effectively for the greater good of the organization. Perhaps most importantly, the people
who you serve as their leader need to feel like you care about each person on the team and
the organization.
Without those factors in place, trust is not built or quickly erodes. Without trust, effective
communication does not occur and execution of any of the 4 key behaviors can’t happen in a way
that will move the organization forward.
Skills you can work on to improve your perception of being supportive:
o
o
o
o

Interpersonal Skills
Communication Skills
Technical and professional competence
More information on this can be found at: http://www.slideshare.net/wicaksana/supportiveleadership

Here are 3 articles that will be helpful in building trust and helping your team
member’s feel more supported by you:
http://lyndamcnuttfoster.com/who-will-trust-you-to-lead-them-this-week/
http://lyndamcnuttfoster.com/will-trust-increase-your-bottom-line-this-week/
http://lyndamcnuttfoster.com/will-you-be-a-transparent-leader-this-week/
Learning the 5 Languages of Love can help you learn different ways to be supportive since each team
member has a different way they might feel appreciated and supported. They are:
o
o
o
o
o

Words of Affirmation – how often to you tell team members what went right?
Acts of Service – do you practice serving leader practices and principles?
Receiving Gifts – do you reward everyone the same way?
Quality Time – do you spend time with each high potential team member?
Physical Touch – how’s your handshake?

Here’s a Forbe’s article about the 5 types in the workplace:
http://www.forbes.com/sites/dailymuse/2011/12/28/the-5-love-languages-office-edition/
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What might help you become a more supportive leader?
1.

Determine the deepest possible “why” for modifying your behaviors to
be more results oriented and your desired outcome. No excuses for why
you don’t execute those behaviors now. Just focus on what you want to achieve and
why you want to get there. Something clear like: My desired outcome is for my
team member’s to feel supported and valued. I want this because a core value of
mine is sincerity and achieving results through a team.

2.

Focus on the reality of your situation by measuring your current results.
Just the facts. No excuses. Just make a list of the current reality of where things are
right now as far as the type of feedback you have received and results you are getting.

3.

Make a list of the strengths and resources you have that will help you
reach your desired outcome. Mark as many down as you can possibly think of.

4.

Next, make a list of what types of things are inhibiting you from reaching
your desired outcome. You don’t think you have time to be supportive. You
might think that your job is to get results instead of “hand hold” your team
members. Use this space to dig deeper than the obvious and find places in yourself
that are holding you back from reaching your desired outcome.

5.

The next step is to determine what you need to stop, start, and keep
doing to get the outcomes you want. Maybe you need to stop spending all your
time on the urgent and important, nose down, and start 15 minutes a day checking
in quickly with key team members to see how things are going for them from an
interpersonal perspective. Maybe you need to keep doing those behaviors that are
working to support your team members.
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What might help you become a more supportive leader? (continued)
6.

HERE’s the best part. All you need to do is pick 3 very small action items, the
tiniest of baby steps that will move you towards your desired outcome.
They can be as small as, “tomorrow I am going to make a point to greet each team
member as I walk to my office with my head up and a pleasant look on my face. You
might choose an action like, I am going to observe and study another leader who is
more effective at these behaviors, and see what they might be doing differently than
I am and incorporate one of their actions daily.

If you’d like a one-on-one executive coaching session in regard to helping you modify this or
any of the 4 key leadership behaviors, contact us at Cortex Leadership Consulting at (540)
815-1300 or send a personal and confidential note to me at Lynda@cortexleadership.com.
You’ll be pleasantly surprised at how quickly and easily a perceived weakness can be turned
into a strength with a few added practices and tools to your leadership skillset.
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KEY IMPROVEMENT FOCUS: Operate with strong results orientation
A results oriented leader is defined as: one who focuses on desired results and
sets and achieves challenging goals.
To get started, read each of these statements and mark what you feel like your
competency level is in each of these areas. Give yourself a ranking from 1 – 10. 1
would be saying that you rarely exhibit this behavior, 10 would be that you always,
without exception, do.
____Takes appropriate risks to accomplish goals.
____Overcomes setbacks and adjusts the plan of action to realize goals.
____Focuses on high-priority actions and does not become distracted by lowerpriority activities.
____Challenges him- or herself and others to raise the bar on performance.
____Focuses people on critical activities that yield a high impact.
____Develops a sense of urgency in others to complete tasks.
____Holds self and others accountable for delivering high-quality results on time
and within budget (e.g., models high work standards and demands the
same from others, criticizes mediocre or substandard performance).
____Gives priority to achieving results for the company or department, even if it
conflicts with one’s own personal goals or agenda.
____Develops a plan for execution w/ the team to garner commitment and buy-in.
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WHY this behavior might be challenging you?
Using the science of your DISC behavioral style and motivator assessments along with the
Cortex Team Strength Identifier questionnaire you will be able to quickly remember which
strengths you have naturally. If you first focus on your strengths it will help you be more
self-aware which will assist you in modifyng your natural behavioral styles and motivators
and to choose ways to support others based on those.
For instance, if you review your motivators and you find that your score in Utilitarian is low
your natural motivator is probably influencing you to focus on other aspects of your job that
you think are equally as important as focusing on the “bottom line”. In fact, you might see
team members that focus heavily on return on investment, profits, and other aspects of the
financial health of the organization as cold, unfeeling, uncaring about the people, etc.
Since the organization needs to be responsible with it’s profitability or managing it’s budgets
if it wants to remain operational, building simple measurements that you can focus on
weekly could help you get the results your organization or other leaders expect from you and
your team.
To be a results oriented leader, we believe that a leader must first possess these core
competencies in order to execute the top 4 leadership behaviors successfully:
o
o
o
o

Building and maintaining trust
Effectively designing their time for themselves and their organization’s
highest level outcomes
Obtaining knowledge, understanding and different viewpoints of their industry,
organization, and departments they serve
Developing a clear vision based on identifiable, organizational and personal values

Managing is about how effective you are at doing tasks and managing projects and systems.
When you are leading, that role requires that you understand the importance of
perception from the teams you serve around who you are and what you stand
for. When your actions become out of alignment with who you say you are or ask others to
be, yellow flags are thrown up to your team that slow down forward momentum.
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Your team must trust you to be reliable and competent. They must agree with the standards
you set for them, feel like you are attuned to their needs and desires, and believe you
manage your time effectively for the greater good of the organization. Perhaps most
importantly, the people who you serve as their leader need to feel like you care
about each person on the team and the organization.
Without those factors in place, trust is not built or quickly erodes. Without trust, effective
communication does not occur and execution of any of the 4 key behaviors can’t happen in a
way that will move the organization forward.
Key practices, behaviors or skillsets to become a more results oriented leader:
o
o
o
o
o

Identifies and meets with appropriate parties to develop an understanding of the project
goals and desired outcomes.
Develops and utilizes measures to assess goal attainment and outcome achievement.
Utilizes tools and techniques to ensure projects remain on target and on budget.
Demonstrates a flexible approach to work and projects to achieve cost-savings and to
attain goals.
Effectively engages team members’ participation in achieving goals by identifying
strengths of members and assigning tasks based on strengths.

What might help to make you more results oriented?
1.

Determine the deepest possible “why” for modifying your behaviors to be
more results oriented and your desired outcome. No excuses for why you don’t
execute those behaviors now. Just focus on what you want to achieve and why you want
to get there. Something clear like: My desired outcome is to lead my team to the results
my organization has deemed to be the highest priority. I want this because it is very
important to me to deliver on what I have committed to.
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2.

Focus on the reality of your situation by measuring your current results.
Just the facts. No excuses. Just make a list of the current reality of where things are
right now as far as the results you are getting.

3.

Make a list of the strengths and resources you have that will help you reach
your desired outcome. Mark as many down as you can possibly think of.

4.

Next, make a list of what types of things are inhibiting you from reaching
your desired outcome. Maybe you are going to have a couple of team member’s out
for a month on medical leave or you have had a belief that focusing too intensely on the
“bottom line” would make you cold and not balanced. Use this space to dig deeper than
the obvious and find places in yourself that are holding you back from reaching your
desired outcome.

5.

The next step is to determine what you need to stop, start, and keep doing to
get the outcomes you want. Maybe you need to stop spending all your time on the
urgent and important and start spending 30 minutes a day in the planning and review
mode. Maybe you need to keep focusing on those you serve to be sure that you don’t
loose sight of why you want the results in the first place.

6.

HERE’s the best part. All you need to do is pick 3 very small action items, the
tiniest of baby steps that will move you towards your desired outcome. They
can be as small as, tomorrow I am going to determine which metrics I need to be
reviewing that have the highest impact on the results we are getting. You might choose
an action like, I am going to observe and study another leader who is more effective at
these behaviors, and see what they might be doing differently than I am and incorporate
one of their actions daily.

A additional resource: http://www.hr.az.gov/PDF/RESULTS_ORIENTATION.pdf
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If you’d like a one-on-one executive coaching session in regard to helping you modify this or
any of the 4 key leadership behaviors, contact us at Cortex Leadership Consulting at (540)
815-1300 or send a personal and confidential note to me at Lynda@cortexleadership.com.
You’ll be pleasantly surprised at how quickly and easily a perceived weakness can be turned
into a strength with a few added practices and tools to your leadership skillset.

Excerpt regarding Key practices taken from:
http://hr.od.nih.gov/workingatnih/competencies/core/results.htm
Research regarding key leadership behaviors sourced from:
http://www.mckinsey.com/insights/leading_in_the_21st_century/decoding_leadership_w
hat_really_matters
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KEY IMPROVEMENT FOCUS: Seek different perspectives
Seeking different perspectives is a key behavior of collaborate
leaders who are defined as: the intentional and skillful management
of relationships that enables others to succeed individually while
accomplishing a collective outcome.
Collaborate leadership results in:
o
o
o

Increased business opportunities
Personal and professional satisfaction for employees
Innovation leading to growth for the corporate bottom-line

To get started, read each of these statements and mark what you feel like
your competency level is in each of these areas. Give yourself a ranking
from 1 – 10. 1 would be saying that you rarely exhibit this behavior or
belief, 10 would be that you always, without exception, do.
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

Believe power is greatest in a collective team
Openly share information and knowledge
Encourage suggestions and ideas from your team
Facilitate brainstorming with your team
Enable their team with immediate time and resources
Allow roles and responsibilities to evolve and fluctuate based on
strengths and project
_____ Seek to uncover root causes of issues
_____ Offer immediate and ongoing feedback with personalized
coaching
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WHY this behavior might be challenging you?
Using the science of your DISC behavioral style and motivator assessments along with the
Cortex Team Strength Identifier questionnaire you will be able to quickly remember which
strengths you have naturally. If you first focus on your strengths it will help you be more
self-aware which will assist you in modifyng your natural behavioral styles and motivators
and to choose ways to support others based on those.
For instance, if you are a high Driver you may not seek others perspective because you may
see the process as one that slows you down towards getting your task completed. A
Calculator my struggle with seeking other perspectives because they may not feel
confortable initiating those types of conversations. They may prefer to simply “look the
information up themselves”. A Supporter, on the other hand, may no seek others
perspective because they don’t want to “bother” them by asking. An Influencer, on the other
hand, may seek so many different perspectives they may have a difficult time sticking with a
single solution that has been deemed to be most effective. As you may be able to see, the
concept of seeking others perspective has everything to do with your own.
Additionally, if you are a Planner from the Cortex Team Strength assessment, you may feel
overwhelmed by collecting more than a single or a couple of perspectives whereas an Ideator
loves to get lots of different perspectives but may be challenged with the exact path to
planning any of them.
In order to seek others perspectives and become a collaborate leader, we believe that a
leader must first possess these core competencies in order to execute the top 4 leadership
behaviors successfully:
•
•
•
•

Building and maintaining trust
Effectively designing their time for themselves, their team’s and their organization’s
highest level outcomes
Obtaining knowledge, understanding and different viewpoints of their
industry, organization, and departments they serve
Developing a clear vision based on identifiable, organizational and personal values
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Managing is about how effective you are at doing tasks and managing projects and systems.
When you are leading, that role requires that you understand the importance of
perception from the teams you serve around who you are and what you stand
for. When your actions become out of alignment with who you say you are or ask others to
be, yellow flags are thrown up to your team that slow down forward momentum.
Your team must trust you to be reliable and competent. They must agree with the standards
you set for them, feel like you are attuned to their needs and desires, and believe you
manage your time effectively for the greater good of the organization. Perhaps most
importantly, the people who you serve as their leader need to feel like you care
about each person on the team and the organization.
Without those factors in place, trust is not built or quickly erodes. Without trust, effective
communication does not occur and execution of any of the 4 key behaviors can’t happen in a
way that will move the organization forward.
Skills or practices you can work on to improve seeking others perspective:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Remain curious
Rounding in meetings
Recognizing the part status and privilege have to who you listen to
Regular thinking pair discussions for the purpose of getting other’s perspective
Building relationships with those that don’t have your same point of view
Making time for and encouraging different points of to be heard and understood
Exercising consistent respect for team members and peers
Appreciating the productive value of conflict
Become a life-long learner

o
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Here are 2 articles that will be helpful in creating a regular practice of seeking
different perspectives from others:
http://www.csh.umn.edu/wsh/Leadership/diverseperspectives/
http://www.innocentive.com/blog/2013/11/21/8-differences-between-traditional-andcollaborative-leaders/
Here’s a method that can help you become a leader that more often seeks
different perspectives:
1.

Determine the deepest possible “why” for modifying your behaviors to be
more results oriented and your desired outcome. No excuses for why you don’t
execute those behaviors now. Just focus on what you want to achieve and why you want
to get there. Something clear like: My desired outcome is to be more collaborative in my
approach to my team members and others I work with. I want to achieve this because
my core value is one of respect for others and their contributions to my success.

2.

Focus on the reality of your situation by measuring your current results.
Just the facts. No excuses. Just make a list of the current reality of where things are
right now as far as the type of feedback you have received and results you are getting.

3.

Make a list of the strengths and resources you have that will help you reach
your desired outcome. Mark as many down as you can possibly think of.

4.

Next, make a list of what types of things are inhibiting you from reaching
your desired outcome. You may not think you have time to obtain other people’s
points of view or ideas. You might believe that you are the most experienced in your field
or organization and it would be a waste of time to listen to other’s input. You may not
think that you currently have a vehicle in place for obtaining team member’s and others
point of view that would be efficient or productive. You may be stuck in a “victim”
mindset, sometimes, where you, yourself don’t feel heard in your organization and so
you don’t feel like gaining other’s perspective would lead to better outcomes.
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5.

The next step is to determine what you need to stop, start, and keep doing to
get the outcomes you want. Maybe you need to stop conducting meetings in your
current format and start using “rounding” as a way to consistently get input from others.
You might want to keep having your regular meetings or keep building key relationships
with competent co-workers that can help you gain perspective.

6.

HERE’s the best part. All you need to do is pick 3 very small action items, the
tiniest of baby steps that will move you towards your desired outcome. They
can be as small as, “at my next meeting I am going to start with a “round” that asks each
person what item they would like to add to the agenda, or what is going RIGHT at the
moment for them or their department or division, OR what ideas do you have that we
haven’t considered yet?” You might choose an action like, I am going to observe and
study another leader who is more effective at these behaviors, and see what they might
be doing differently than I am and incorporate one of their actions daily.

If you’d like a one-on-one executive coaching session in regard to helping you modify this or
any of the 4 key leadership behaviors, contact us at Cortex Leadership Consulting at (540)
815-1300 or send a personal and confidential note to me at Lynda@cortexleadership.com.
You’ll be pleasantly surprised at how quickly and easily a perceived weakness can be turned
into a strength with a few added practices and tools to your leadership skillset.

Excerpts taken from: http://www.csh.umn.edu/wsh/Leadership/diverseperspectives/
http://www.innocentive.com/blog/2013/11/21/8-differences-between-traditional-andcollaborative-leaders/
Research regarding key leadership behaviors sourced from:
http://www.mckinsey.com/insights/leading_in_the_21st_century/decoding_leadership_w
hat_really_matters
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KEY IMPROVEMENT FOCUS: Solve problems effectively
Solving problems effectively is considered to be the most complex of
all intellectual functions. Problem solving has been defined as a higherorder cognitive process that requires the modulation and control of more
routine or fundamental skills. As an article on Forbes.com put it,
“Problem solving is the essence of what leaders exist to do.”
To get started, read each of these statements and mark what you feel like
your competency level is in each of these areas. Give yourself a ranking
from 1 – 10. 1 would be saying that you rarely exhibit this behavior or
belief, 10 would be that you always, without exception, do.
_____ When faced with a problem do you consistently widen your
options
_____ Frequently test your assumptions
_____ Effectively have implemented the solution that was decided on
_____ Utilize a long-term, rather than a short-term emotional approach
to problem solving
_____ Consider your blind spots when it comes to task or people when
solving a problem
_____ Consider your super powers versus your weaknesses when it
comes to solving problems
_____ Prepare to be wrong or fail when implementing the solution
you’ve decided on
_____ Consider unintended consequences of the solutions you will
implement
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WHY this behavior might be challenging you?
Using the science of your DISC behavioral style and motivator assessments along with the
Cortex Team Strength Identifier questionnaire you will be able to quickly remember which
strengths you have naturally. If you first focus on your strengths it will help you be more
self-aware which will assist you in modifyng your natural behavioral styles and motivators
in order for you to solve complex problems for your organization and team more effectively
and in a timely manner.
You wouldn’t even have made it to a leadership role if you didn’t solve many problems well.
The question then becomes, which problems are you having the most difficultly solving?
Are they people oriented – then you are probably a Driver or Calculator as those behavioral
styles are focused on task and might not take the people part of the challenge enough into
consideration in developing a solution. Drivers make act too quickly to solve the problem
and Calculators may act too slower. Neither one, of course, believes that statement about
themselves and justifies their approach to problem solving by saying things like, “we needed
to act quickly or the problem would have become bigger and had more of an impact,”
(which, of course is true sometimes), or “we need to take our time and consider all the data
thoroughly before we make a decision in order to be sure that we have considered all the
things that could go wrong from selecting any particular course of action”.
If you’re an Influencer or Supporter you may problem solve the people problems effectively
and could get stuck sometimes on decisions that have to be made that everyone on the team
won’t be happy with you about. You may avoid solving an issue because you fear that
making the decision you know you need to will result in discourse and potential conflict on
the team.
Great problem solving is a skill you can learn. You just need to know where your blind spots
are and be sure to always have them illuminated and compensated for my other people who
are better in those areas than you are. You need a competent brain trust of individuals who
you can trust to give you ideas and input that help you develop effective solutions in a timely
manner.
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In order to solve problems more effectively
We believe that a leader must first possess these core competencies in order to execute the
top 4 leadership behaviors successfully:
o
o
o
o

Building and maintaining trust
Effectively designing their time for themselves and their organization’s highest level
outcomes
Obtaining knowledge, understanding and different viewpoints of their industry,
organization, and departments they serve
Developing a clear vision based on identifiable, organizational and personal
values

o

Managing is about how effective you are at doing tasks and managing projects and systems.
When you are leading, that role requires that you understand the importance of
perception from the teams you serve around who you are and what you stand
for. When your actions become out of alignment with who you say you are or ask others to
be, yellow flags are thrown up to your team that slow down forward momentum.
Your team must trust you to be reliable and competent. They must agree with the standards
you set for them, feel like you are attuned to their needs and desires, and believe you
manage your time effectively for the greater good of the organization. Perhaps most
importantly, the people who you serve as their leader need to feel like you care
about each person on the team and the organization.
Without those factors in place, trust is not built or quickly erodes. Without trust, effective
communication does not occur and execution of any of the 4 key behaviors can’t happen in a
way that will move the organization forward.
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Skills or practices you can work on to improve seeking other’s perspective:
o
o
o
o
o

Always start with, communicate clearly and maintain a desired outcome
Be transparent in your communication
Practice breaking down and not creating silos
Encourage and practice open-mindedness in yourself and your team
Practice a method to seek other’s perspective and ideas to give you enough options and
information

In the MindTools method to solve problems effectively you can refer to what you’ve learned
in class about Team Strengths that begins with Vision, moves to Ideation, then to Planning
and finally to Execution. The Mindtools method describes the steps as these:
Define the problem
o
Generate alternatives
o
Evaluate and select alternatives
o
Implement solutions
You can find more information at:
http://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newTMC_00.htm. They have some great tools
and guides to help you become a better problem solver.
Remember your strength zone for this process. You want to be sure that the person in
charge of holding the leadership baton through the problem solving process is great at that
area. There are people who are good at defining the problem, others that are good at
coming up with ideas and solutions and others that are good at evaluating them or executing
what has been developed. Protect the brainstorming process so you get as many alternatives
as you can at one time. DON’T take one idea and then plan it, determine it doesn’t work and
then go back to the well for another idea. TAKE THE TIME to develop a healthy list of
alternatives for a competent group of team members to evaluate. This will result in the best
outcomes.
o
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Here’s a method that can help you become a leader that more often seeks
different perspectives:
1.

Determine the deepest possible “why” for modifying your behaviors to be
more results oriented and your desired outcome. No excuses for why you don’t
execute those behaviors now. Just focus on what you want to achieve and why you want
to get there. Something clear like: My desired outcome is to solve problems in an
effective way that considers all aspects of the issue and resolves it in a timely manner for
my team or organization. I want this because a core value of mine is to be a good leader
and leaders that are effective are great at solving problems.

2.

Focus on the reality of your situation by measuring your current results.
Just the facts. No excuses. Just make a list of the current reality of where things are
right now as far as the type of feedback you have received and results you are getting.

3.

Make a list of the strengths and resources you have that will help you reach
your desired outcome. Mark as many down as you can possibly think of.

4.

Next, make a list of what types of things are inhibiting you from reaching
your desired outcome. You may not think you are not “creative” or that you don’t
have the resources to solve the problems you have right now. You may think that you
know what needs to be done, but there is an obstacle that is in your way that you can not
remove right now. You may think you could solve the biggest problems facing you, your
team, and your organization if you had more support from a particular department or
individual.
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5.

The next step is to determine what you need to stop, start, and keep doing to
get the outcomes you want. Maybe you need to start gaining more perspectives on
the problem and stop working in a silo. You might need to keep an open mind.

6.

HERE’s the best part. All you need to do is pick 3 very small action items, the
tiniest of baby steps that will move you towards your desired outcome. They
can be as small as, “I am going to seek another perspective about this problem to see if I
have a 360 degree view of it. OR I am going to get some distance from the problem for a
moment to gain ideas and perspectives in that way” You might choose an action like, I
am going to observe and study another leader who is more effective at these behaviors,
and see what they might be doing differently than I am and incorporate one of their
actions daily.

If you’d like a one-on-one executive coaching session in regard to helping you modify this or
any of the 4 key leadership behaviors, contact us at Cortex Leadership Consulting at (540)
815-1300 or send a personal and confidential note to me at Lynda@cortexleadership.com.
You’ll be pleasantly surprised at how quickly and easily a perceived weakness can be turned
into a strength with a few added practices and tools to your leadership skillset.

Research regarding key leadership behaviors sourced from:
http://www.mckinsey.com/insights/leading_in_the_21st_century/decoding_leadership_w
hat_really_matters
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